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Drone technology: changing  
the way we look at land

While this new technology, like 3D printing and robotic 
fabrication in general promises to revolutionise the architectural 
profession, it is useful to know to what extent its practical 
application can affect the way building designers and builders 
work. It seems that there is great potential especially given 
drones make it an easier task of accessing difficult to reach 
places and reduce the need to place staff and resources in a 
position of risk.  

Here is a look at how drone data can be used:

Calculate volumes accurately and quickly

Volumetrics is the most popular use case for drones on any 
worksite. For many construction companies that operate their 
own quarries, drone-captured data is the affordable source of 
timely and accurate information on volumes.

Instead of walking around each site with a GPS rover, you can 
now fly a drone and capture an entire site, usually in a couple 
hours or less. Once the data has been uploaded and processed, 
you can get accurate cut/fill volumes and other survey analytics 
necessary for planning and tracking job progress.

Capturing data regularly is also useful on site when it comes to 
earthworks. If you’re moving dirt around, you need to be able to 
quickly calculate the volume of material to be moved. 3D 
drone-data surveys let you track earth-moving operations safely 
and more economically than with traditional walkthroughs.

Capture views from any height 

Developing a multi-storey building and want to know what the 
view will be like at each level ? A drone can capture the view from 
any height in any direction for inclusion in detailed site plans 
including referencing adjacent buildings. 

Compare your site against the design

If you’re actively moving earth, regular drone surveys allow you to 
compare current ground levels against the plan and identify 
anything going off-track.

You can do this by overlaying design surfaces or linework on your 
3D visualisation. With all the information on one screen, it’s 
simple to understand if volumes and elevations are matching 
design or not. And since it’s a simple visual of the physical space, 
your findings are easy to communicate to others.

Track your progress and productivity

It’s an unfortunate fact, but most construction projects run over 
time and over budget. You want an easy way to visualise your site 
transformation as the project progresses. While it’s particularly 
important to make sure you’re on schedule and not running up 
costs, it’s also necessary to inform remote stakeholders on 
progress and to monitor contractor work.

Inspect your assets remotely, faster

Depending on your company and the job itself, you might have 
assets to inspect on your site. Drones can quickly capture 
high-res photos that can be viewed in platforms like Propeller. 
There they can be annotated, then downloaded as a report and 
shared with contractors or project stakeholders.

The rapid development of drone technology has led to a significant increase in their use in the Building and Construction 
industry. Applications range from surveying including mapping, building surveying and land and agriculture management, 
tracking progress during construction as well as providing aerial images of finished construction. 

Commercial use of drones 
saving the construction 
industry time and money 
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Email your sketch and inspiration to editor@designmatters.org.au
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POWER
"Power lines are a strong visual 
element in our suburban 
landscape, I have a love hate 
relationship with them, from 
an architectural point of view  
I find we focus a lot of attention 
on the design of our built 
environment and power lines 
are a distraction. From an 
artistic point of view I love the 
angles and perspective power 
lines create.
I really liked the angles and 
perspective within the structure 
of this high voltage power line. 
While it was designed to be 
functional the angles change 
like a kaleidoscope as you move 
around and it looks great 
standing under it with the 
cables passing through and 
the lines of the steel going 
away from you increasing  
in angle and density."

LINDSAY DOUGLAS
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Purchase CPD webinars at our webshop www.designmatters.org.au

Don’t worry, you can purchase webinars from the  
Design Matters National webshop and listen to them  
in your own time. Topics include:

• Designing the Home of the Future Part 1 , 2 and 3
• Revit Training Series Part 1. 2. 3 and 4 
• The Latest Advancements in Timber Construction
• It's all in the Preparation
• What will Ballarat be like in 2050 and are we ready?  

FREE for members 
• Planning and COVID-19: Councils and Authorities
• HIA: Building Industry - Past, Present & Future.  

FREE for members
• Volume 1 NCC 2019 Section J Update & Fire Testing Changes
• Air Tightness Testing

Missed  
a CPD  
Session? 

Drone technology: changing  
the way we look at land
Continued from page 34

Resolve disputes more easily

No one wants to move dirt they don’t have to. Drone technology 
allows you to have more control over a project and define how 
much you should pay your contractors based on the actual 
amount of work done.

Drone survey data, timeline features, and reports can also be 
used as a tool to solve any disputes with contractors. Because 
they provide a paper trail of the physical state of the site at 
every survey, you can easily show where things went and when.

Simplify reporting

Regular drone surveys help deliver up-to-date information to 
project stakeholders and contractors by providing visual data 
that they wouldn’t have seen from the ground. And processing 
your data with an online platform reduces the time and 
expenses associated with on-site visits.

Completion and marketing 

Once your project is finished, drones can be used to document 
the final result showcasing the building from different angles, 
explain its size, shape, materiality and highlight features of the 
building that may not be visible from ground level and highlight 
such as skylights and green roofs. 

The Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) oversee the regulation 
framework for use of drones in Australia, and commercial drone 
operators must register their drones. Regulatory limitations 
include not being able to fly after dark, out of operators' line of 
sight, above certain altitudes and near other structures or above 
crowds or near emergency situations. 

For more information, visit the Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
website www.casa.gov.au/drones/rules   


